American Astronomical Society: safety eclipse observing advice
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AMERICAN ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OFFERS UPDATED ADVICE FOR
SAFELY VIEWING THE AUGUST 21ST SOLAR ECLIPSE ACROSS AMERICA
In response to alarming reports of potentially unsafe eclipse viewers flooding the
market as the coast-to-coast solar eclipse of August 21st draws near, the
American Astronomical Society (AAS) has revised some of its safety advice to
the public (https://eclipse.aas.org/eye-safety).
How can you tell if your “eclipse glasses” or handheld solar viewers are safe? It
is no longer sufficient to look for the logo of the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) and a label indicating that the product meets the ISO
12312-2 international safety standard for filters for direct viewing of the Sun’s
bright face. Why not? Because it now appears that some companies are printing
the ISO logo and certification label on fake eclipse glasses and handheld solar
viewers made with materials that do not block enough of the Sun’s ultraviolet,
visible, and infrared radiation to make them truly safe. Some sellers are even
displaying fake test results on their websites to support their bogus claim of
compliance with the ISO safety standard.
Given this unfortunate situation, the only way you can be sure your solar viewer
is safe is to verify that it comes from a reputable manufacturer or one of their
authorized dealers. The AAS Solar Eclipse Task Force has been working
diligently to compile a list of such vendors, now posted on its Reputable Vendors
of Solar Filters & Viewers page (https://eclipse.aas.org/resources/solar-filters).
Task-force members have checked manufacturers’ ISO paperwork to make sure
it is complete and that it comes from an accredited testing facility, and they’ve
asked manufacturers to identify their authorized resellers and dealers to identify
the source of the products they’re selling. Only when everything checks out does
the AAS add a vendor to its listing.
“If we don’t list a supplier, that doesn’t mean their products are unsafe,” says AAS
Press Officer and task-force representative Rick Fienberg. “It just means that we
have no knowledge of them or that we haven’t convinced ourselves they’re safe.”
How can you tell if your solar viewer is NOT safe? The only thing you can see
through a safe solar filter from a reputable vendor is the Sun itself. If you can see
ordinary household lights through your eclipse glasses or handheld viewer, it’s no
good. Safe solar filters produce a view of the Sun that is comfortably bright (like
the full Moon), in focus, and surrounded by black sky. If you glance at the Sun

through your solar filter and find it uncomfortably bright, out of focus, and
surrounded by a murky haze, it’s no good. You should contact the seller and
demand a refund or credit for return of the product, then obtain a replacement
from one of the sources listed on the AAS’s reputable-vendors page.
What if you received eclipse glasses or a handheld solar viewer from a relative,
friend, neighbor, or acquaintance? If that person is an amateur or professional
astronomer -- and astronomers have been handing out eclipse viewers like
Halloween candy lately -- they’re almost certainly ISO-compliant, because
astronomers get their solar filters from sources they know and trust (in other
words, from the ones listed on the AAS’s reputable-vendors page). Ditto for
professional astronomical organizations, including college and university physics
and astronomy departments, and amateur-astronomy clubs.
If you bought or were given eclipse viewers at a science museum or planetarium,
or at an astronomy trade show, again you’re almost certainly in possession of
ISO-compliant filters. As long as you can trace your filters to a reputable vendor
or other reliable source, and as long as they have the ISO logo and a statement
attesting to their ISO 12312-2 compliance, you should have nothing to worry
about. What you absolutely should NOT do is search for eclipse glasses on the
internet and buy whatever pops up in the ads or search results. Check the AAS
list of reputable vendors and buy from one of them.
The AAS continues to emphasize that it is perfectly safe to look directly at the
Sun during the brief total phase of the solar eclipse (“totality”), when the Moon
entirely blocks the Sun’s bright face. On August 21st this will occur only within a
roughly 70-mile-wide path spanning the country from Oregon to South Carolina,
and only for up to 2 minutes 40 seconds. Before and after totality, or throughout
the entire eclipse if you’re outside the path (in which case you’ll see only a partial
eclipse, which is nowhere near as exciting or magnificent as a total one), the only
safe way to look directly at the Sun is through special-purpose solar filters. These
are commonly sold as paper- or plastic-framed eclipse glasses or cardboard
solar viewers that you hold in your hand. Ordinary sunglasses, even very dark
ones, are not safe for looking directly at the Sun; they transmit many thousands
of times too much sunlight.
Here are the AAS’s instructions for the safe use of eclipse glasses and handheld
solar viewers (https://eclipse.aas.org/eye-safety):
* Always inspect your solar filter before use; if scratched, punctured, torn, or
otherwise damaged, discard it. Read and follow any instructions printed on or
packaged with the filter.

* Always supervise children using solar filters.
* If you normally wear eyeglasses, keep them on. Put your eclipse glasses on
over them, or hold your handheld viewer in front of them.
* Stand still and cover your eyes with your eclipse glasses or solar viewer before
looking up at the bright Sun. After looking at the Sun, turn away and remove your
filter -- do not remove it while looking at the Sun.
* Do not look at the uneclipsed or partially eclipsed Sun through an unfiltered
camera, telescope, binoculars, or other optical device.
* Similarly, do not look at the Sun through a camera, a telescope, binoculars, or
any other optical device while using your eclipse glasses or handheld solar
viewer -- the concentrated solar rays will damage the filter and enter your eye(s),
causing serious injury.
* Seek expert advice from an astronomer before using a solar filter with a
camera, telescope, binoculars, or any other optical device; note that solar filters
must be attached to the front of any telescope, binoculars, camera lens, or other
optics.
* If you are inside the path of totality, remove your solar filter only when the Moon
completely covers the Sun’s bright face and it suddenly gets quite dark.
Experience totality, then, as soon as the bright Sun begins to reappear, replace
your solar viewer to look at the remaining partial phases.
* Outside the path of totality, you must always use a safe solar filter to view the
Sun directly.
Some eclipse glasses and solar viewers are printed with warnings stating that
you shouldn’t look through them for more than 3 minutes at a time and that you
should discard them if they are more than 3 years old. Such warnings are
outdated and do not apply to eclipse viewers compliant with the ISO 12312-2
international safety standard, which was adopted in 2015. If your eclipse glasses
or viewers are relatively new and are ISO 12312-2 compliant, you may look at
the uneclipsed or partially eclipsed Sun through them for as long as you wish.
Furthermore, if the filters aren’t scratched, punctured, or torn, you may reuse
them indefinitely.
What about welding filters? The only ones that are safe for direct viewing of the
Sun with your eyes are those of Shade 12, 13, or 14. These are much darker
than the filters used for most kinds of welding. If you have an old welder’s helmet

around the house and are thinking of using it to view the Sun, make sure you
know the filter’s shade number. If it’s less than 12 (and it probably is), don’t even
think about using it to look at the Sun. Many people find the Sun too bright even
in a Shade 12 filter, and some find the Sun too dim in a Shade 14 filter -- but
Shade 13 filters are uncommon and can be hard to find. The AAS’s Reputable
Vendors of Solar Filters & Viewers page doesn’t list any suppliers of welder’s
filters, only suppliers of special-purpose filters made for viewing the Sun.
An alternative method for safe viewing of the partially eclipsed Sun is indirectly
via pinhole projection. For example, cross the outstretched, slightly open fingers
of one hand over the outstretched, slightly open fingers of the other, creating a
waffle pattern. With your back to the Sun, look at your hands’ shadow on the
ground. The little spaces between your fingers will project a grid of small images
on the ground, showing the Sun as a crescent during the partial phases of the
eclipse. Or just look at the shadow of a leafy tree during the partial eclipse; you’ll
see the ground dappled with crescent Suns projected by the tiny spaces between
the leaves.
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The AAS, established in 1899, is the major organization of professional
astronomers in North America. The membership (approx. 8,000) also includes
physicists, mathematicians, geologists, engineers, and others whose research
interests lie within the broad spectrum of subjects now comprising contemporary
astronomy. The mission of the American Astronomical Society is to enhance and

share humanity’s scientific understanding of the universe, which it achieves
through publishing, meeting organization, education and outreach, and training
and professional development.

